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2022 NEW ARRIVAL!

TRAXOSHINE are special and unique diamond floor pads designed in LMA Machine laboratory with an 
innovative formula which allows to mirror polishing marble, granite, concrete, terrazzo and natural 
stones surfaces without the use of polishing powders in just 3 steps!
Available TRAXOSHINE: 1,2,3,LUX for:

INNOVATIVE PADS  

NO POLISHING POWDERS

Marble Granite Concrete Terrazzo

INNOVATIVE FORMULA 

Natutal stones

Thanks to its new formula, TRAXOSHINE LUX does not need to be used 
with polishing powder.
Just water and the shininess is guaranteed!

LMA laboratories believes in productive 
research of new products and formulas 
that are always avant-garde preserving 
the “made in Italy” warranty.

TRAXOSHINE are designed with a flexible 
and resistant support for quickly 
grinding and polishing  the surface, 
leaving a homogeneous finish.



TRAXOSHINE: 1,2,3,LUX...
100% guaranteed shininess saving 4 steps!

AFTER TRAXOSHINE 2 

AFTER TRAXOSHINE 3 

AFTER TRAXOSHINE LUX 

AFTER TRAXOSHINE 1 

TRAXOSHINE 1: 
Functional for removing 
scratches left in time and for 
removing cement sealant; 
TRAXOSHINE 1 are not to
be confused or replaced with 
the metallic grain 2 which 
has a superior efficiency in 
case of removal of marks or 
sealant/mastic epoxy.

TRAXOSHINE 2: 
ideal for removing small 
scratches. It leaves a 
particular semi-gloss floor 
(for the restoration of the 
shininess you can start 
straight from step n.2).

TRAXOSHINE 3: 
it mechanically closes the 
floor and leaves a high level 
of mechanic shininess 
avoiding the use of 2 discs.

TRAXOSHINE LUX: 
for marbles and terrazzo only, 
designed for places or 
construction sites where 
polishing powder is
forbidden or difficult to use.
No smells, easy to use, not 
bulky and easy to work 
avoiding the use of 2 discs.
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